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Abstract:

In academic libraries, data librarians help researchers with data discovery, access and curation. At the Library of New York University Shanghai (NYU Shanghai), we have pushed the boundaries of data librarianship to newer fields of services and initiatives by means of deeper integration with technology, larger roles to take on than a service provider, and extending our services to a wider community via more channels.

This paper first introduces the operation of our data services as an ecosystem. It then explores how the boundaries of data services have been expanded through several successful cases. Finally, it discusses the implications of this program in terms of how it may be applied to a campus with different population and scale than ours, and how it may benefit researchers’ data management purposes.
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Data Services Ecosystem

A glance at the existing practices of how libraries of several leading universities integrate data and technology into daily services reveals at least three service models. The first long existing model takes the form of the statistical and computing consulting group, functioning as an organic unit within the library. The group offers consulting and/or training on statistical programming and computing, data analysis and interpretation, modeling, and research methodology with the primary goal of facilitating research publication and grants application. Such services place mathematical and computational assistance at core where advising on research design and implementation are indispensable. Princeton University Library’s Data and Statistical Services and Yale University Library’s StatLab have been embracing this model, along with their partners, which usually are the social sciences and digital research institutes and the academic departments.

The second model establishes data services in a full life cycle, including data discovery, data management, data cleaning, data analysis, data visualization, and mapping and GIS. In this model, deep knowledge of statistical and computing methods and software is important yet not as essential as in the first model. NYU Libraries’ Data Services and Data and Visualization Services at Duke University Libraries are university libraries that adopt this model. The social sciences divisions of some university libraries have also taken up this model and its variations, such as the Social Science Data and Software unit at Stanford Libraries, and the Research Data Services at the Digital Social Science Center, Columbia University Libraries.

In the third model, the libraries focus on data management or curation without any involvement in data computing services.

At NYU Shanghai, the data services program stands in the middle ground of statistical and computing consulting and data librarianship, where services on data, technology and research methodology converge. We will see how the three elements work to form the service model in the next section of case studies.

Our data services program started operating in 2017. Since then we have built an ecosystem of data services that is structurally agile, adaptable to the arising needs in scholarly activities, and responsive to the ever-changing external trends. The building blocks of this program are (1) technical support and advising for research, teaching and learning; (2) collaborative data projects with other departments; and (3) data literacy programs. In addition, we are actively developing and integrating the data management component into this ecosystem.

At the Library, data technologists partner with subject reference librarians to cover the needs of data use in stages of data discovery, cleaning, analysis, and visualization. The librarians provide data discovery and access services, while the data technologists take over the rest of the needs. One benefit of this one-stop shop model is smooth flow of information and close coordination. For instance, it is very common for reference librarians to introduce users to data technologists for further technical support; on the other hand, data technologists can easily direct users to the reference librarians if they identify data discovery needs from users.

To enrich the skill sets and range of services that we offer, the Library has been bringing one Technology Enhanced Education Fellow each year with expertise in one area. The person tackles the most urgent need of the Library in response to industry changes. The first year we
hired a technology assessment fellow with expertise in statistical programming to work on the pilot massive online course initiative. The following year we had a fellow to apply machine learning and other technologies to enhancing instructional experiences.

The data services program is structured in the organizational settings, university culture and institutional characteristics of NYU Shanghai. It is a portal campus in the NYU global network and a joint venture between NYU and East China Normal University. Founded in 2012, it is by far a campus with around 1200 enrolled undergraduate students from more than 70 countries and more than 200 full-time international faculty members. Students usually spend their third year studying abroad at New York, Abu Dhabi campus or other global academic centers.

This has affected the ways we deliver the data services program. Being a small population allows us to take the advantage of centrality of communication, and cross the disciplinary borders in research and outreach activities more easily than larger campuses. Being a very young university allows us to create in a semi-startup environment without much of historical burdens. Being part of the NYU global network allows us to leverage the global resources when it goes beyond the capacity of local service offerings. It also means we serve a mobile student body - our contact with our own students relies on face-to-face interactions but also digital channels while they are travelling; meanwhile, our services extend to the study away students from other global sites. However, those traits should not limit our data services program only to campuses sharing similar demographic and environmental features. I will return to this point in the final section of implications.

Case Studies

In this section, I will explore the approaches and attempts towards forming the current data services ecosystem through the success cases for each piece of our service model.

(1) Creating an environment where technology is embedded in daily data services.

The libraries have always been primary service providers of data reference, data collection, and increasingly data curation. Less discussed is the data computing services, although in the era of big data and AI the landscape may be shifting.

Our data services program is part of the research and instructional technology services under the Library. Technology, therefore, is in the gene of the program. The program offers support to and input in research projects and teaching on statistical programming, data visualization, data cleaning, data analysis, GIS mapping, and machine learning with tools such as R, Stata, Python, D3.js, ArcGIS, Carto, R Shiny App, Tableau, Gephi and TensorFlow.

One key element is services on programming and computing where data technologists’ skills in the latest technology is an asset to the project team’s domain knowledge. We have several successful stories in this regard. In the first case, the GIS specialist visualized NYU Shanghai students’ studying away pattern with D3.js for the global affairs office, quantifying the big picture of students travelling and studying within the global network otherwise less visible to the administrators. In the second case, a data technologist built an interactive web application with R’s Shiny, allowing for deeper examination of the user needs by survey questions, student groups, and plot types. In another case, the data technologist supported a faculty member’s research with Stata programming for needs arising from complicated data
structures and statistical modeling. In the last case, the technology fellow used his knowledge in machine learning to train criminal images for a faculty member’s investigative psychology project. In all cases, be they scholarly or administrative, data technologists complemented the project team’s domain knowledge with their computing and programming skills.

The second key element is workshop delivery, custom instruction or guest lecturing. Data technologists deliver regular workshops on tools of statistical programming, GIS mapping, machine learning and data visualization to faculty and students. We also offer custom in-class instructions to students by faculty request, including web scraping with Python for a business analytics class, Stata programming for a business honors seminar class, and ArcGIS and Story Maps for a Chinese history class.

To stay connected with our users after classroom instructions and when they travel globally, we have developed websites or contents on social media to maintain the contact. For instance, following each data workshop, we would publish a post on WeChat (an ubiquitous social networking app in China) for further self-paced learning pertaining to a recently concluded workshop, each as part of the “Data Resources Mini Series”. For instance, a post on data visualization books would be released following a Tableau workshop. This is pushed to every student, faculty, and staff on their mobile devices. Another example is the Stata website initially developed for managing the workshop materials. But it has grown to be larger than a workshop site, when local and exchange students from other campuses keep accessing the tutorials on the website for self-paced learning when they travel globally. The site attracted traffic from more than 30 countries/regions since its launch date.

The third key element of our data services program is consulting, advising, or occasionally some coaching, on statistical programming, modeling, and debugging in the context of research design implementation. In one case, a senior student came to the data technologist to get help for her capstone project on a sociology topic within a tight timeline. She came with basic knowledge of statistics, little experience with statistical software, and limited training in research methodology. In this case, some individual coaching on a bit of everything - statistical modeling, programming, and research design implementation - was inevitable. Technical assistance and statistical consulting were offered in each step of research workflow to the advisee.

The boundary of the Library’s data services has thus been expanded by facilitating research and teaching as a technical partner to faculty, students and administrators who conduct research. Leveraging social media and digital platforms also allows us to magnify the reach of services to a larger group of library service users than if we offer only face-to-face services.

(2) Partnership with other departments to develop data products and research projects.

In the increasingly more data-driven world of research, opportunities abound for libraries to become more than data services providers but collaborators and partners, locally with departments and administrators and even with the larger community.

Our Chinese Datasets Archive, an ongoing collaboration between our Library and the Data Science Center, is an example in this regard that seeks to tackle the challenges in discovering datasets. This portal is a searchable catalogue of open Chinese datasets. The portal features a variety of data types (statistical, GIS, textual, images etc.), data sources (survey data, web scraped data, administrative data etc.), and subject areas. It serves as a starting point for
researchers and students to search for open data on China. Faculty members also use the portal in teaching data science courses, such as Introduction to Machine Learning.

The Library was approached by the Data Science Center with a prototype of the data portal, at the time ambiguously defined regarding its scope, loosely configured regarding its structure, and limited in dataset listings. The project team was formed consisting of a library data services technologist, a Data Science Center administrator and a university web services developer. The Library’s role evolved soon from a consultant to an equal partner deeply involved in every aspect of its creation - restructuring the datasets organization, identifying datasets, reviewing the datasets’ quality, describing datasets, tracking the status of hosting websites, and making sure the listed datasets comply with laws and regulation governing datasets acquisition and other activities to avoid any risks and controversies.

At the first stage, we revamped the portal with what was most feasible and solicited feedback from scholars globally. The reference librarians also offered critical comments for improvement, based on which in the second stage of development we enhanced several features, including the more complete metadata labels for users to reliably decide whether to make efforts to access a dataset hosted elsewhere.

The Chinese Datasets Archive is but one example of how we work with other departments to develop products that benefit communities local and larger. There are other projects, on a lesser scale, which made use of data technologists’ skills. For instance, the data technologist once worked with the academic advising department to evaluate admission metrics in relation to students’ first-year academic outcomes. The result was a compiled report submitted to the university’s admissions committee.

In all cases, the data technologists’ knowledge and expertise were deeply valued and contributed to the projects with their technical skills and insights into data. The boundary of the data services has been again expanded by establishing ourselves not only as service providers but creators of useful resources.

(3) Collaborating with university-wide initiatives to lead data literacy campaigns and events.

One challenge of libraries’ data services is to find its niche in the larger “data ecosystem” of the university. For instance, what is the role of the data services program in relation to the activities and events hosted by the research institutes, such as the data science center or the business analytics center? They are the knowledge hubs with groups of interdisciplinary scholars conducting the most advanced research with quantitative and computational methods. Besides, what is the comparative advantage of our program, such as the workshops, to the formal courses teaching data science? Between the two extremes of the “data spectrum”, where are we?

As the data services program evolved, we have found ourselves a spot somewhere in the middle: our program can be and should be complementary to the course offerings and the formal scholarly activities. One way to categorize our data services program is to view it as data literacy efforts. Let the data scientists be data scientists, and we can be the “ambassadors” bridging the gap between those with little interest and knowledge in data science and the seasoned data practitioners. Academic libraries are the ideal places to host such events. For instance, the New York University Health Sciences Library developed a series of classes to help attendees overcome gaps in acquiring data skills, which tackled one data skill each time
in data management and visualization. The program also increased the library data services’ visibility.

In the design of our workshops and other services, we have been offering technical support where not covered in classes; programming and computing support where a researcher looked for technical input to complement his or her domain knowledge; and workshops with important topics often neglected in formal academic training but sought after in industries. As such, we also turn potential competitors in service offerings to collaborators.

In addition to the technical workshops and consulting we have been providing to the university, we were collaborating with the university’s Committee of Critical Inquiry for a live conversation on "Lying with data" to explore how studies, reports, visualizations and narratives built upon numbers, statistics, and algorithms conceal and mislead as much as they reveal. It brings various perspectives together through case studies and open discussions on, for instance, what biases could trap us in statistical reasoning and what lessons we could learn from cases of falsified and fabricated data in scientific studies. The Committee was convened by the university leadership with members from faculty, staff and students to address critical thinking, which is a larger platform to mobilize resources and call attention to the data literacy topics. We expand the boundary of data services, therefore, by extending our services to a wider group of audience.

Implications

I discussed our data services program in the context of NYU Shanghai campus. However, the service model can be applied to other academic libraries, if we translate the benefits of a small university into the organizational settings. This would mean: (1) Create a flatter structure where information exchange is at lower costs. This would include communication within the library between librarians and technologists, and externally with the academic departments to be sensitive to their needs. (2) Find your niche in the university’s larger data services ecosystem. In our case, we place ourselves in the position of data literacy advocates; we maintain a relationship with the data science research hubs where we can be a collaborator on data projects; we also work with university-wide platforms to promote literacy programs to the more general audience. (3) Be adaptive and responsive to the fast-changing needs in the research world and the industries, and develop skill sets that are up-to-date to serve the people who are often smarter than ourselves. These three methods should be applicable in campuses independent of their sizes.

Another implication of our service model in data management is less formal but more organic. Data curation is not crystallized yet in our service model but embedded in many designs. In the technical workshops and consulting, research workflow and reproducibility have been at the heart of our concern. For instance, in many statistics courses, concepts, equations and models are taught but not code and data reproducibility. We make sure this is included and emphasized in the statistical programming or machine learning workshops we offer. Additionally, workshops on GitHub, Zotero and Google Scholar profile touch upon the management needs directly regarding versioning and file management. Moreover, as part of the NYU global network, the researchers can always turn to NYU New York for data management needs, where the data librarians assist with data management planning for grant applications and reproducibility purposes.
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